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Days of running

•

The unique HERA machine collided 27.5 GeV electrons or positrons with protons of
460, 575, 820 and 920 GeV providing 0.5 fb-1 to H1

•

The final precision analyses and combinations of this data are being delivered
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H1 Physics

Dominant process is ep → eX, the inclusive deep-inelastic process
Measure:
Primary problem is to identify the scattered electron
Then investigate the final state system X, inclusively or exclusively
Extract:
From looking for evidence of leptoquarks to exclusive J/ψ production
If you don’t find an electron, you have ep → X, i.e. the charged current process
Dedicated algorithms to identify other particles in the final state
Paul Laycock
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Raw data ~75 kB / event
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H1 Data Format
Collisions in H1 every 96 ns
Database
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Run
cond.

Events written out from the
central data acquisition at 50 Hz

H1 CDAQ

Raw Data

Raw data size 75 kB / event
H1 REC
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Reconstruction written in
FORTRAN (most of it before
data-taking started), generating
200 kB / event of POT data,
summarised in 18 kB / event DST
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H1 Data Format
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GEANT3 simulation of the H1
detector
H1 SIM

H1 CDAQ

Simulated Data

Raw Data

H1 REC
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Simulated data is 40 kB / event
Same reconstruction used as for
the real data
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Original H1 Data Analysis Model
Analysis production

Analysis code

private ntuple
making code

hbook ntuple
+ PAW

Different groups (within physics working groups) using private production
code, good from the point of view of providing independent cross-checks
But.. usually difficult to share much beyond the DST stage, despite the
fact that much expert knowledge exists beyond the DST stage!
Performance limited by whole-event I/O
Paul Laycock
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H1OO Data Analysis Model

Paradigm shift: Analysis data format centrally produced
DST copied to ODS format based on ROOT/ C++
Two derived layers (μODS,HAT) to be used for analysis
Fourth user-defined layer also possible: all appear to the user as one H1Tree
Paul Laycock
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H1 Data Analysis Model

Particle Finders run over ODS tracks and clusters, representing the best
knowledge of H1
μODS algorithm defines the overlap removal for the whole of H1
automatic staging of ODS files if they’re required
Paul Laycock
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H1 Data Analysis Model

H1 Analysis Tag intended for fast event selection, storing summaries of
μODS information (e.g. number of muons), as well as derived quantities
like the event kinematics, and other important information
Originally considered to use Objectivity database, but ROOT file format
very performant
Best knowledge available to all and fast event selection possible
Analysis should normally be possible on a combination of μODS and HAT
Paul Laycock
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H1 Data Analysis Model
Highlights:
Fast event selection using the HAT (1.2s for 1,000,000 events)

H1Tree::Instance()→SelectHat(“NumMuons > 1”)
Smart pointers for easy access of information

static H1IntPtr runNumber(“RunNumber”);
static H1PartMuonArrayPtr muons;
.... in the event loop...
Int_t rn = *runNumber;
Int_t nM = muons.GetEntries();
If you’re happy with the default calibrations, you simply read the
kinematics back from the HAT and look at your final state particles stored
on the mODS... easy!
Paul Laycock
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Limitations
But how can we evaluate systematic uncertainties?
Electron calibration has some systematic uncertainty, if you change
the electron energy scale by that uncertainty that can have an effect on
the reconstructed event kinematics, how can we calculate that?

What if we want to use the latest calibration?
Or derive our own calibration because we’re in some interesting corner
of phase space where the default calibration is not optimal

Paul Laycock
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A Transient Data interface - H1Calculator
H1Tree

H1Calculator
Calibrators

Analysis

Transient Data
Store
Singleton interface to store transient variables calculated from the persistent
data during the analysis - use this as the data interface
Perform on-the-fly calibrations and store in transient data store
Systematics dealt with easily, derived quantities recalculated after shifting the
values of the base quantities
Reset logic, so that variables only calculated when needed, important for
performance optimisation
Paul Laycock
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A Transient Data interface - H1Calculator
H1Tree

H1Calculator

CalcElectron

ApplyCalibrations()
ApplySystematicShifts()

CalcKinematics
CalcMuon

Analysis

GetFloat(integer ID)
GetInt(integer ID)
GetLorentz(integer ID)

Functionality split into several sub-classes which were finally implemented as
singletons, hidden behind H1Calculator interface
Generic interface to H1Calculator allows variable retrieval by enum
Possibility to easily add UserCalculators to the interface
Paul Laycock
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Selections
Cut
AndCut
OrCut
NotCut

Selector
IntCut

CutList

FloatCut
BoolCut

Cut

LorentzCut

Generic interface to H1Calculator allows definition of Cut objects, with the enum
ID as the argument to the constructor of (Float, Int, Lorentz) variable Cuts
Arbitrary combinations of logical (And, Or, Not) Cut objects, taking variable Cuts
as arguments, allows a selection to be defined in a CutList (array of Cuts)
Phase space selections, reconstructed and generator level CutLists taken together
to form Selector objects
Paul Laycock
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Histogram Management

Groups of histograms, e.g. for electron calibration, put together into simple arrays,
stored in Histogram Managers - deal with this object rather than individual histograms
Very simple objects, but also very useful and portable to other analyses
Paul Laycock
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Data Quality and Software validation
During data-taking: useful for data quality, implemented expert-level
selections and histograms to monitor the data quality at a high-level
Use-case: Diffractive physics analysis, nothing passed the selection, because
a crucial detector (FMD) was exposed to synchrotron radiation, not critical
for data-taking but crucial for the diffractive physics program.

During and after data-taking: Software validation, compare expert-level
histograms of critical quantities at the analysis-level with different software
versions / calibrations, etc. crucial to make sure problems are caught early
Paul Laycock
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Physics Analysis
Initialisation / Steering / Control

Next Chain

No

Yes

Load Files (Data / MC)

Next Event

Yes

Now identify the H1Calculator as
the “event”, Selectors and
Histogram Managers kind of
present themselves too

No

Event Selection

Pass

Yes

Yes/No

“Binning the event”, or doing
something with it also went into a
Binning package

Fill Histograms

Bin The Event

Also see possibility of
AnalysisChains and an Analysis

Final Calculations

Paul Laycock
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H1AnalysisChain and H1Analysis
Analysis

Selector(s)
H1Calculator

AnalysisChain(s)

ApplyCalibrations()
ApplySystematicShifts()

Histogram
Manager(s)

GetFloat(integer ID)
GetInt(integer ID)
GetLorentz(integer ID)

AnalysisChain is an analogue of the PAW “chain” concept
AnalysisChains have Histogram Managers and borrow the Selectors from Analysis
The Analysis object, consists of several AnalysisChains and is written to a ROOT file
Paul Laycock
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An Event Loop
The simplest use case, that actually dealt with most use cases:
Loop over the events in the H1Tree, fill histograms based on whether the
event passed a selection or not

The logic in the event loop is easy to read and therefore debug and maintain
Trivially easy to combine selections and choose where to fill HMs
Association of HM and Selectors so this can be done automatically
Paul Laycock
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Steering and Performance

H1Steering package, using ROOT’s RTTI, allows something as flexible as
the PAW kumac environment with the steering of an entire analysis, via
steerable analysis objects
Batching an entire analysis by splitting the H1Analysis into its individual
H1AnalysisChains, more or less trivial to implement and book-keep
unique ID for an analysis object shared by the analysisChains of that object
Paul Laycock
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Not the whole story
Presented here the centralised H1OO end-user framework, but there are also
other flavours
struct / common block instead of H1Calculator
People generated UserTrees or even their own custom ROOT TTrees based on
the centrally produced mODS/HAT files

But in general, collaboration was found to be mutually beneficial, working within
framework means more easily contributing to the framework (and of course
contributing to the collaboration is a fundamental part of being a member)
Paul Laycock
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The final H1OO list of packages

45 packages in total, including packages for calibrations, physics analysis tools,
UserTrees found to be useful for several analyses... compared to expectations:
Speed provided by the HAT, and most analyses could indeed be done using the
centrally produced (μODS,HAT) files
Event display written in framework, it worked but hard to say if there was a
benefit compared to the previous incarnation
The choice of C++ and ROOT was wise (attractive to students,
documentation better) and the RTTI was very useful for steering
Paul Laycock
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Summary - How did we do?
Both Hera I and II phases saw an average of 10 publications a year
Considering that the majority of the Hera II phase saw a significant shift
of manpower on to the LHC, this can be considered a success!
Like any framework, there’s a learning curve, but the student experience
was generally good and the H1OO project was consistently rated in the
top three best things about H1 by new students for a decade!
The coherent framework for the whole collaboration helps significantly
when thinking about long-term strategies for data-preservation
All in all a significant improvement with many positives along with
lessons to be learned for the future
Paul Laycock
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